
BOOK OF GEE



A pup-mom, a daughter, a friend, an entrepreneur, a 
woman, a girl, a book-reader, an artist, a survivor...

If you are thinking how one person could be all this and 
more, you have yet to meet this daring, dynamic and 
dazzling lady, donning a sassy pair of shoes who is 
more than happy to make a pair for you! 

THE BEGINNING 
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THUNDER AND 
POPCORN!

Like all great stories, our story begins with the God of Thunder!  

As two super-hero fanatics (fans is too small a word to justify 
our love), true to our nature, love and passion we bonded 
over...THOR! 

Two crazy ass girls thundering over the escalator rushing for a 
movie we were unbelievably late for, and still made a stop at the 
pop-corn counter. Yes, this moment piquantly describes us and also 
forebodes that we will ALWAYS be late for movies!

That’s our thing, but not the only thing! 

THOR!
THOR!
THOR!
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THAT BOOTY!
Did you know she can shake her booty like Shakira!?! 

She can do belly dance complete with the belt and all that jazz! 
Yes, yes she can! 

I saw her shaking her booty on this fateful birthday of our near 
and dear dost, PIAAA! 

The guest who has just entered the party, “Happy Birthday Pia!”

The birthday girls says a ever sophisticated thank you and then 
pointing at this beauty in grey and black, “This is gurveen and 
look at her booty!” 

But I’m the lucky one to be hugging her! 

And this is the second phase of getting to know this anti-human 
girl, if she hugs you, she loves you!
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SHADES OF GEE
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MYRIAD OF TALENTS
Right from loving, caring and pampering an 
adorable and beautiful golden retriever to 
sketching and creating mind boggling doodles 
this amazing human being can literally do it all. 
And no, I’m not exaggerating, keep flipping to 
get to know what all this gorgeous-ness has 
achieved.

Let’s list out shall we?

1. Pup Mom

2. Sketching, painting, art, doodling

3. Blogging ---------->

4. Entrepreneur : House of Gee!

5. AMAZING FRIEND! 

And to be continued...
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DONUT



She believes in her causes and isn’t afraid of speaking out her mind.

Her writings, poetry, choice of literature and music speaks volumes 
about who she is as a person.

She is empathy personified.

Someone who felt the pain of a woman who was abused in 
Afghanistan, who ached inside when the sparrows stop chirping by 
her window, she vehemently supports her friends and worships 
weird-ness. The weird-er the better! 

A big hearted Punjabi, who left non-vegetarian food because she felt 
bad for the chickens. 

Yes, this is Gurveen Kaur for you!
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HOUSE OF GEE
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THE JOURNEY
One fine April day everyone at Facebook could see a post up by a girl 
called Gurveen Kaur. For the people who knew her well, it wasn’t a 
surprise as we knew the the news well in advance. for the people who 
didn’t know her, it was a surprise package wrapped in stalwartness.

She knocked the socks off of the skeptics, made her believers swell up 
with pride and subtly yet with a bang told everyone that she is here to 
stay! 

The news was about her dream project, House of Gee. 

An endeavour to streamline her multiple projects namely, Inara, Bags 
and Fashion Accoutrements, and create a trendy, quality driven and a 
stellar fashion brand. 
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BEGIN WITH BAGS!
She launched her label by dispatching her first consignment of 
Bags 

And we were there to help her along the way! 

The major news was 
that she got re-orders 
on her latest shoe 
collection under Inara 
at Ajio.com! 
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READER
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DEVOURING BOOKS
We devoted a chapter to her reading because my god can she 
read! She inhales books and not just reads them. 

Her TBR pile has a minimum of ten books and she is always 
borrowing, buying, stealing (not that I know of, but I wouldn’t put 
it past her once it comes to books) more books! 

It is never enough for her! And I can understand the urge 
because I am a voracious reader myself but what I don’t get is 
her choice of literature!
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She is absolutely obsessed with 
books recounting Holocaust, stories 
set in war-torn countries and tales 
which touch the soul and not just the 
heart.
Hereby I have listed her favourite 
titles  which will reaffirm my claim 
that she loves this genre:
1. The Kite Runner
2. Not Without my Daughter
3. The Book Thief 
4. Thousand Splendid Suns



BLOG-ED!
If you want to know what she is currently reading, doing or 
even creating all you need to do is read her blog! 

A reticent individual in person,she opens up only for her 
trusted circle, a circle of 5 including Doughie. 

She became active on social media for her work and 
gradually found a way to channelise her thoughts and 
emotions into words and beautiful words those!
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Well as is abundantly clear that she breaths bags and shoes in 
and out let’s dig a little deeper and get to know her interests!

INTERESTS!
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MUSIC
Right from dark and deep Lana Del Ray to 
country music of Ed Sheeran.

The moody Coldplay are always in her mind 
and the soothing Maroon 5 on her lips.

Cheap thrills is her go to song when she 
wants to unwind and Closer is love ain’t it? 

Her playlist is as diversified as her friend 
circle and that’s saying a lot!
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NETFLIX 
AND CHILL?
Her version of unwinding is sipping a 
glass of ice-tea and watching a sitcom or 
a period movie on Netflix.

RomCom and Chick Flicks are seldom on 
but when they are its because we have 
forced her to watch one! 

She enjoys F.R.I.E.N.D.S and her recently played episodes would be 
of Gilmore Girls! 

Feel good movies are her thing just like Holocaust ones are. And 
Marvel.. well we began with that so her love for Marvel is marvellous!
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HER!
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HER EXPRESSION
Her exhibitions have been a huge success and we miss her art 
but love that she is devoting time to make drool-worthy shoes for 
us! 

Her words are inspiring and touching and perfectly mirror the 
dreamer inside her.

“My bold strokes, reflect me in my canvas..

My subtle tones, present a special part of me in my canvas..

My fused hues add my iridescence to my canvas..

My art adds colour, vigour and beauty to OUR canvas”
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